speak volumes about the blurry line between arthouse and commercial cinema in Hong Kong. Indeed, Wong's career path shares a lot in common with the Hong Kong New Wave, whose emergence in the early 1980s formally (and formalistically) gave birth to what Kraicer calls a 'home-grown authentic genre' that co-existed side-by-side with artistic melodrama, satirical comedy, and political commentary. 6 These varied interpretations underscore the mutual embeddedness of local sensibilities and 'internationalist' aesthetics in Wong's work. From the early films to the latest, the perennial themes of frustrated love, time, memory, and nostalgia have sustained a haunting presence in Wong's cinematic imagination. His postmodernist aesthetics-the fragmentation of time, memory, and narrative structure, and the emotional intensity invested in the cinematic image that frequently jettisons storytelling-is nonetheless traceable to an urban sensibility nurtured by the experience of growing up in a colonial city which 'is not so much a place as a space of transit'.
7 In Wong's films, his fascination with the urban landscape is manifest in stunningly original images in which the city mutates in a fascinating variety of tones and textures, his characters embodiments of the lost or displaced affect trying to reconnect past and present in a labyrinthine urban dreamscape in which they are perpetually caught. No doubt these qualities have global resonances (albeit mainly in arthouse circuits), but it is also true that this globality has a local origin: the time-bound specifics of colonial history, and the end of that history in 1997. Intensely personal and yet subtly allegorical, Wong's films bear the imprint of the anxieties and disorientation of the (ex-)colonial city trying to come to terms with its identity, or lack of one thereof, at a critical historical juncture. In this way they also epitomize the cinema of Hong Kong, and perhaps Hong Kong itself, as a point of intersection, between global currents and local realities, city and nation, 'high art' and popular culture, affections and disaffections, memory and the loss of memory. In Wong's films, one sees a creative symbiosis of local subject matter and a 'universal' film style that nonetheless borrows heavily from local genre films.
Among the perennial themes of time, memory, and the impermanence of human relations, time is always the central obsession and propellant of the main action, or more frequently action-as-stasis. From the young rebel Yuddy in Days of Being Wild to the nameless lovelorn cops in Chungking Express to the melancholy middle-aged swordsman Ouyang Feng in Ashes of Time, to name a few, Wong's characters indulge themselves in obsessive reveries as an alternative to living in the present. This nostalgic impulse is present in much of Wong's work, in which
